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Human race has started constructing since the dawn 
of age, reinforcing the notion that walls and roofs are 
not just merely enclosures – it is within this shell that 
we express our emotions, interact and furthermore, 
building partnership. 

it is this partnership that MultiKon is focusing itself 
upon. Partnership is so central to everything that we 
do it is cemented in our vision – to become a reliable 
partner in services to the construction industry.

the other important element in our vision is 
about being reliable. as a national construction 
company, reliability becomes our key differentiator 
that enables us to compete even with the biggest 
giant – it is the necessary building block that 
enables us to form long-lasting partnership. the 
combination of reliability and sense of partnership 
is indeed the key to our 20 years of existence in 
indonesia and continues to be our ammunition to 
face changing business climate and competition.

FOREWORD FROM 
PRESIDENT COMMISSIONER

“...as a national construction company, reliability 
becomes our key differentiator that enables us 

to compete even with the biggest giant...”

there are five key points that paved the way for 
MultiKon to become a reliable partner in services 
to the construction industry, namely:
1. Partner’s satisfaction as our key commitment.
2. business Partners are an essential and integral
   part of MultiKon team Work.
3. empowerment and improvement to the quality 
   of our human resources to build higher level 
   of professionalism.
4. relentless pursuit and effort to continue innovating
5. Continuous network expansion. 

in this occasion, on behalf of MultiKon, we 
would also like to extend our gratitude to all 
stakeholders, who have undeniably contributed 
and supported our company’s growth. beyond 
constructing physical buildings and structures, 
let’s build a better future for indonesia.
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Juwono Pranoto       
President Commissioner
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MultiKon’s journey to become one of indonesia’s 
national construction companies begins twenty years 
ago. along the way, we have seen a lot of changes 
in the environment we are in and, undeniably, in the 
competition that we are facing. thankfully, one thing 
remains unchanged – our commitment to client’s 
satisfaction that has enabled us to grow from strength 
to strength.

our adherence to the vision of delivering industry-
leading client satisfaction has led us to forge long-
term partnerships, some of them are as old as 
MultiKon itself. 

the key to building these partnerships lies in our 
standard practice of delivering outstanding quality, 
competitive construction costs, strict adherence to 
committed project completion and most importantly 
professionalism in every step of business process.

looking inwards, one of our key aims is to relentlessly 
increase our performance, supported by knowledge 
and skills training – be it through series of trainings or 
through overseas project visits.

looking outwards, in the era of globalization, we 
are facing inevitable competition – as a multitude 
of multinational companies have now established 
offices in indonesia. the testimonial to our ways 
of keeping up the pace is shown by the iso 9001-
2008 and oHsas 18001-2007 certifications, along with 
other construction system standards and operating 
procedures that we have put in place. 

in a wider perspective, MultiKon believes that it 
contributes to the development of indonesia – an 
effort in which we would like to highlight and to thank 
our business partners and other supporting parties. 
Hand in hand, we believe the future is looking bright 
for us and for indonesia.  

FOREWORD FROM 
PRESIDENT DIRECTOR
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“...our commitment to client’s 
satisfaction that has enabled us to 
grow from strength to strength...”

Harijanto djojopranoto      
President director
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as the driving force behind MultiKon, the board 
of directors and the board of Commissioners are 
constantly developing two major areas: inward 
augmentation and outward expansion. 

Just like any builder’s testimonial, a sturdy building 
requires strong foundation – and this is what inward 
augmentation is all about. MultiKon’s ability to 
compete largely depends on what it has to offer – 
concretely, the strength of its people. 

in developing outward expansion, MultiKon’s 
board of directors and board of Commissioners play 
important role of partnership guardians – ensuring 
that encounters blossom to relationships that grow 
deeper into partnership.

From left to right:
lily tjahjono director
Juwono Pranoto President Commissioner
agus tjandra Wibianto director
suharto Prodjowidjono Commissioner
Yuni andriawati director
Harijanto djojopranoto President director
Mingguanto director
suryanto djaja director
sudjono Purnomo director

BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND 
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
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twenty years, more than 120 projects. 
MultiKon today is one of indonesia’s forefronts 
national construction company, successfully 
completing a wide array of projects, be it high-
rise, low-rise or anything else in between.

back in its formative years, MultiKon was simply 
a group of dedicated engineers and technical staffs 
involved in the development and construction of 
commercial and office buildings in Jakarta in early 80s.

Foreseeing the future of Jakarta as being a city in 
need of high-rise buildings, the group established 
Pt Multibangun adhitama Konstruksi – known as 
MultiKon in short on october 3, 1990.

infrastructure and system set up were done in 
four years time. in 1994, MultiKon began its 
operation. it was during this period that MultiKon 
grew stronger in terms of human resources, thanks 
to its close affiliation with various partners in 
construction business. 

“...MultiKon’s commitment to client satisfaction, which 
means strict adherence to delivery date, expected quality 

and budget, proves to be the winning formula...”

the financial crisis that hit indonesia in 1998 did 
little to shake young MultiKon. unlike many of its 
competitors that slumped into oblivion, MultiKon 
was one of the few companies that were offered 
new projects as soon as the climate changed. 

MultiKon’s commitment to client satisfaction, which 
means strict adherence to delivery date, expected 
quality and budget, proves to be the winning formula, 
as today the company is recognized by many project 
owners and developer as a reliable partner.

13 

MuLTIkON ThEN 
AND MuLTIkON TODAy

Certificate No. ID07/0895 Certificate No. 
05101 2010 0197 E5
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SuSTAINABLE CONSTRuCTION COMPANy

throughout its two decades journey by far, MultiKon 
has learned the importance of keeping its business 
sustainable, able to stay afloat above competition, 
as well as through the uncertainties of economic and 
political condition. 

during the economic downturn at the end of the 
90s, and world financial crisis of 2009, indonesia’s 
construction industry was facing sustainability 
problems due to project shortcoming, even to 
the extreme of project cancellation. in early 2010, 
the business started to slowly recover. However, 
competition is fierce, as the growing number of 
companies within the industry landscape is bigger 
than the number of projects available.

to be sustainable in construction business means 
MultiKon needs to be reliable. being reliable means 
having the ability to constantly offering competitive 
construction costs, completing project punctually and 
producing quality-assured results.

therefore, to be consistently reliable, several aspects 
are mandatory: efficient way of working combined 
with innovative construction processes that take 
safety into consideration – which eventually leads 
to long term relationship formation between the 
company, clients and business partners.
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CLIENT SATISFACTION AS ThE MAIN COMMITMENT

in the MultiKon universe, the key to achieve client 
satisfaction is through strict adherence to delivery 
date, expected quality and within the given budget. 

in ensuring punctual project delivery, MultiKon 
continuously controls ongoing project, tracking 
progress closely. allocating the right resources for 
the right project is also key, as experience is bound 
to help early notification of problems and potential 
delays. another measure that we put to ensure 
punctuality is to apply appropriate construction 
method.

MultiKon’s ways of achieving better efficiency is also 
on the practice of utilizing Value engineering to give 
suggestions that are economically more preferable, 
and yet do not compromise quality of the project. 
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STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE

MultiKon achieved iso 9001-2008 quality 
standardization certification and making this the 
benchmark to continue to improve the kind of quality 
that the company delivers. supported by highly 
dedicated management team, skilled manpower, 
implementation of construction standards and system 
as well as ample construction resources, MultiKon is 
moving ahead to participate in the development of 
indonesia’s construction industry.

the bottom line is that creativity and innovation 
work together in accomplishing excellent 
construction work.
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each construction project, no matter how big or small, 
requires full-on collaboration from client, architects, 
designers, consultants, construction managers, 
suppliers and subcontractors. 

despite doing various different task and function 
within the project, any parties involved in the 
construction process are working as one team for 
singular goal, i.e. the overall success of that project.

in order to induce long-term relationship, MultiKon 
ensures “all parties involved are treated in fairness” 
and that the synergy is deemed as mutualism by all. 
by holding on to these two principles, along the way 
MultiKon has built solid partnerships with many key 
players in the industry.

PARTNERShIP AND TEAMWORk ARE kEy OF SuCCESS

21 
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OuR PEOPLE GROW AS OuR BuSINESS GROW

MultiKon – its performance, its reputation and its 
results – is the sum of its people – therefore, it is 
only natural that we place a great emphasis on the 
development of our staff by continuous training and 
on-the-job coaching.

this perpetual improvement to human capital is 
synonymous with the nature of the construction 
business, where innovation and enhancement help 
human being to build better. 

What MultiKon seeks, is also to provide their staff 
with conducive environment to work in, where 
they can flourish and grow as individuals. the 
true testament to the success of this approach 
is the fact that many of MultiKon’s members 
have been with us from the beginning. 
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CONSTRuCTION EXPERTISE IS OuR 
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

MultiKon’s expertise in the construction industry is 
result of twenty years of experience in dealing with 
construction projects of various types, complexities, 
scale and scopes. 

in medium and large development types, MultiKon 
has built hotels, apartments, retail spaces, offices, 
institutions, hospitals and industrial buildings – which 
are in a lot of cases involves challenges such as 
constructing high-rise buildings with multiple storey 
basements, or erecting giant industrial building with 
unforgiving time constraint.

in recent years, various scopes of work have also 
been exercised by MultiKon. this can be as extensive 
as design-and-build or as collaborative as joint 
venture projects, whereby MultiKon works together 
with other partners.

From experience comes expertise, and from expertise, 
versatility blossoms – MultiKon is in a good 
position to fulfill any needs and demands from 
clients and the industry alike. 
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CONTINuAL IMPROVEMENT FOR BETTER FuTuRE

as a part of its mid-term plan, MultiKon has set its 
vision to focus its progress on safety and on green 
construction practices. 

on safety, MultiKon is always persistent on creating 
safer environment to work. safety awareness and extra 
measures are always in place to prevent accidents 
happening on site. the fruit of MultiKon’s efforts in 
safety awareness is oHsas accreditation.

MultiKon grasps the importance of environmental 
conservation and its long term effect on human 
being’s quality of life, which why MultiKon seeks 
to minimize ecological damage during the 
construction process. 

this belief is in line with the way the indonesian 
construction industry is moving toward. as the 
industry is preparing itself to go green, MultiKon 
tries to be one step ahead by starting to apply green 
construction practices whenever possible.
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sCbd lot 18

Location
sCbd Jl. Jend. sudirman, Jakarta 
Gross Floor Area
46,620 m2

Nos of Stories
5 towers, 10 floors, 2 basements
Client
Pt Citra Wiradaya

OFFICE

31 
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GraMedia MaJalaH

Location
Jl. Panjang no.8a, Jakarta
Gross Floor Area
13,805 m2

Nos of Stories
10 floors
Client
Pt Penerbitan sarana bobo
(Kompas Gramedia Group)

WisMa bCa PondoK indaH

Location
Pondok indah, Jakarta

Gross Floor Area
26,658 m2

Nos of Stories
9 floors, 2 basements

Client
Pt bank Central asia tbk

GraMedia taHaP ii

Location
Jl. Palmerah barat 29-39, Jakarta
Gross Floor Area
12,997 m2²
Nos of Stories
7 floors
Client
Pt Kompas Media nusantara
(Kompas Gramedia Group)

33 32 
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Menara danaMon

Location
Mega Kuningan, Jakarta

Gross Floor Area
48,750 m2 

Nos of Stories
29 floors

Client
Pt Chitatex Peni

tHe JaKarta Post

Location
 Jl. Palmerah selatan, Jakarta

Gross Floor Area
7,476 m2 

Nos of Stories
5 floors

Client
Pt bina Media tenggara

(Kompas Gramedia Group)

bCa WisMa asia ii

Location
Jl. tali raya slipi, Jakarta
Gross Floor Area
24,819 m2

Nos of Stories
18 floor, 1 basement
Client
Pt bank Central asia tbk

35 34 oFFiCe 
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MultiVision toWer

Location
Kuningan, Jakarta
Gross Floor Area
39,801 m2
Nos of Stories
22 floors, 3 basements
Client
Pt Ciputra Multivision
(Ciputra Group)

36 

asuransi sinar Mas

Location
Jl. Fachrudin raya, Jakarta

Gross Floor Area
19,742 m2 

Nos of Stories
9 floors, 1 semi basement

Client
Pt asuransi sinar Mas



da VinCi toWer

Location
Jl. Jend. sudirman Kav.12
Jakarta
Gross Floor Area
28,821 m2

Nos of Stories
35 floors, 1 basement
Client
Pt davincido nusantara

APARTMENT

39 
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tHe KuninGan PlaCe

Location
 Jl. Kuningan utama no.15, Jakarta

Gross Floor Area
40,571 m2

Nos of Stories
28 floors, 3 basements

Client
Pt Kemuliaan Megah Perkasa

41 

TO INFINITY AND BEYOND     MULTIKON

40 aPartMent 



suMMareCon Mall serPonG

Location
serpong, tangerang
Gross Floor Area
65,947 m2

Nos of Stories
4 floors, 1 basement
Client
Pt summarecon agung tbk

ShOPPING CENTER

43 
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bloK M square

Location
Jl. Melawai raya no.17, Jakarta
Gross Floor Area
179,848 m2

Nos of Stories
12 floors, 1 basement
Client
Pt Melawai Jaya realty

taMini square

Location
Persimpangan Jl. raya taman Mini dan 
Jl. raya Pondok Gede, Jakarta timur 
Gross Floor Area
116,615 m2

Nos of Stories
5 building, 1 floors
Client
Pt Kencana Graha lestari

bsd square

Location
bsd City, tangerang

Gross Floor Area
8,421 m2

Nos of Stories
5 building, 3 floors

Client
Pt aldebaran

45 44 sHoPPinG Center 



hOTEL

aston ParaMount serPonG

Location
Paramount serpong, tangerang
Gross Floor Area
14,873 m2

Nos of Stories
15 floors, 1 semi basement
Client
Pt Paramount land development

47 
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Grand asia

Location
Jl. bandengan selatan no.88, Jakarta

Gross Floor Area
9,105 m2

Nos of Stories
11 floors

Client
Pt Megah asia

Grand Flora

Location
Jl. Kemang raya no.7, Jakarta
Gross Floor Area
9,904 m2

Nos of Stories
9 floors, 1 basement
Client
Pt beringin Floratama Megah

aMaris Hotel, toKo buKu GraMedia, 
radio sonora

Location
Jl. Pemuda, semarang

Gross Floor Area
13,447 m2

Nos of Stories
7 floors

Client
 Pt Kompas Gramedia tbk

santiKa JeMursari

Location
Jl. raya Jemursari, surabaya

Gross Floor Area
9,236 m2

Nos of Stories
10 floors, 1 basement

Client
Pt Grha safa Mulia

48 Hotel 49 



oMni international

Location
alam sutera, tangerang
Gross Floor Area
30,087 m2

Nos of Stories
6 floors, 1 basement
Client
Pt Karya agung Putra indonesia 

hOSPITAL

51 
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 eKa HosPital

Location
bsd City, tangerang

Gross Floor Area
19,383 m2

Nos of Stories
9 floors, 1 basement 

Client
Pt Pelita reliance international Hospital

52 HosPital 



PrasetiYa MulYa business sCHool

Location
bsd City, tangerang
Gross Floor Area
14,573 m2

Nos of Stories
4 floors
Client
Yayasan Prasetiya Mulya 

EDuCATION 

55 
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sinarMas World aCadeMY PHase ii

location
bsd, serpong
Gross Floor area
4,979 m2

nos of stories
3 floors
Client
Pt inti Kreasitjipta indah

bPK Penabur international sCHool

Location
Kelapa Gading
Gross Floor Area
42,147 m2

Nos of Stories
6 floors, 1 basement
Client
Yayasan bPK Penabur

57 56 eduCation



Green leaFt tHresHinG (Glt) Plant

Location
Malang
Gross Floor Area
55,345.49 m2

Nos of Stories
2 floors
Client
Pt bentoel Prima tbk

INDuSTRIAL

59 
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WareHouse CiGarette
Pt GudanG GaraM

Location
Ciawi, bogor

Gross Floor Area
3,499 m2

Nos of Stories
2 floors

Client
Pt Gudang Garam tbk

WareHouse
Pt GudanG GaraM

Location
brambang Mrangen, Jawa tengah

Gross Floor Area
13,730 m2

Nos of Stories
1 floors

Client
Pt Gudang Garam tbk

tissue Mill FaCtorY

Location
Cikampek, Purwakarta

Gross Floor Area
12,900 m2

Nos of Stories
2 floors, 1 basement

Client
 Pt Graha Cemerlang Paper utama

tobaCCo WareHouse KrosoK

Location
Gempol, Jawa tengah
Gross Floor Area
12,900 m2

Nos of Stories
1 floors
Client
Pt Gudang Garam tbk

61 60 industrial
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